
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Blindness

The blessing of sight is usually under rated by those of us who have it. Relying on

corrective measures — e.g. glasses or contact lenses — in order to see clearly may

only slightly increase the degree of understanding one has concerning just how

valuable sight really is. Even then, the level of understanding can not possibly

approach that of one who is actually blind. Those of us with sight are truly blessed.

Would it be a surprise to be told that some of us may have— either consciously

or unconsciously — already chosen to be blind? Probably! But we may have

done just that. Obviously no one would choose to do so in the physical sense, but

many have and perhaps will choose to do so in a spiritual sense.

How does self induced spiritual blindness happen? Consider the fact that spiritual

blindness can happen on various levels and in different ways. Sometimes it is a clear

and indubitable choice such as with the atheist or perhaps the agnostic. In such cases

a choice to reject anything of God is deliberately made. Opposition and denial

of God is clearly expressed and willing blindness is therefore declared. Following

such a declaration of spiritual blindness, the willingly blind individual can be expected

to go about attributing any and all good to mankind and the brilliance of individuals

who have mastered some facet of this life. There is very little chance of ever

bringing sight to these individuals. They have willingly chosen spiritual blindness.

There is however a much larger group of individuals who are spiritually blind and

don’t even know it. This larger group of people profess to be sighted — but as they

stumble around bumping into anything that requires discernment — they fall into

a place of indecision and doubt — all the while expressing their devout belief in the

supremacy of God. The most obvious example of this is when these self-professed

sighted individuals, deny the reality of the words spoken by Jesus Himself when

He said — “...I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the

Father, but by me.” (John 14:6) Such a clear statement! Yet, how many times do

we hear those who call themselves “Christians” claim that there are many paths

to God and each person has to seek God in his or her own way? How can it be

possible that words so clearly spoken by Christ Himself can not be “seen” by one

who professes to be spiritually sighted? How is it possible for individuals to so

easily allow themselves to be spiritually blind? Let’s consider the following ways

in which we ourselves, might easily lapse into our own state of spiritual blindness.

Straying from truth is nothing new, and will certainly not stop until God calls an

end to humanity. The tactics used by the Devil continue to be ever so subtle.
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Each time this topic is raised we hear comments like — “it has always been this

way” and “God is able to defend the truth,” and “God is in control” and “this is

just alarmist talk — not to worry.” In response to these statements, let us consider

the following facts currently present in our nation. 

• The Bible was declared by a teacher and principal as unacceptable

reading material for silent, private reading time in a classroom.

• Just a few weeks ago in an article in the Cincinnati Enquirer (reprinted

from the New York Times) a secular columnist wrote of the way in which

Hollywood weaves mystical, New Age teachings into its movies. 

• The belief that the earth is sacred — sun, moon, trees, animals, etc.

have their own spirits — is rapidly gaining popularity.

• President Obama referred to our nation as “no longer a Christian nation.”

• The ACLU continues with its ongoing efforts to remove anything

having to do with God from public view.

So does the following seem to apply today?

“18The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godless-

ness and wickedness of men who suppress the truth by their wickedness,
19since what may be known about God is plain to them, because God

has made it plain to them. 20For since the creation of the world God’s

invisible qualities — his eternal power and divine nature — have been

clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men

are without excuse. 21For although they knew God, they neither glorified

him as God nor gave thanks to him, but their thinking became futile and

their foolish hearts were darkened. 22Although they claimed to be wise,

they became fools 23and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for

images made to look like mortal man and birds and animals and reptiles. ...
25They exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served

created things rather than the Creator—who is forever praised. Amen. ...
28Furthermore, since they did not think it worthwhile to retain the

knowledge of God, he gave them over to a depraved mind, to do what

ought not to be done. 29They have become filled with every kind of

wickedness, evil, greed and depravity. They are full of envy, murder,

strife, deceit and malice. They are gossips, 30slanderers, God-haters,

insolent, arrogant and boastful; they invent ways of doing evil; they dis-

obey their parents; 31they are senseless, faithless, heartless, ruthless.
32Although they know God’s righteous decree that those who do such

things deserve death, they not only continue to do these very things but

also approve of those who practice them. (Romans 1:18-23, 25,28-32 NIV)

Let us do everything we possibly can to remain among the spiritually sighted.
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of the occult, mysticism, paganism, etc. A 2002 Barna Research Group poll,

revealed that 86% of youngsters, ages 13-19 watch a supernatural themed movie or

TV show on a regular basis. The study also showed that 40% of teens said there

was no such thing as good and evil in the supernatural realm and 66% of all teens

polled had participated in at least one of the occult-oriented activities listed in the poll.

Even toy manufactures have joined hands with Satan — in 2003 Mattel introduced

the Barbie Secret Spells doll. And that’s just one of many — Bratz also introduced

an entire line of Genie Magic dolls that includes a “real working Magic Genie Bottle

that tells a Fortune.” Many novels and television shows include characters that gain

mystical powers as they arrive at different levels of “enlightenment.” And again —

“Christian” parents are assisting and encouraging their children to buy, read and watch

such Devil driven plots. If those same “Christian” parents were making the same

determined effort to make sure that their children read and understood Scripture with

the same enthusiasm in which they are drawn to these other choices, the children

would have a far greater potential of maturing to be spiritually sighted rather than

spiritually blinded. Children need to understand that those ever increasingly popular

books and movies are written by mere mortals, but the Bible is indeed written by the

Inspiration of God, Himself. Parents are allowing their children to gradually conclude

that mystical powers can be assigned to everything — everything but God, that is.

Just this past Christmas season, Hollywood presented yet another box office hit

movie that diminishes Almighty God and replaces Him with unreal creatures

“created” by spiritually blind people. The movie Avatar was introduced in such

a manner that children and adults will flock to see the never before seen. As the

masses view Avatar, they will be introduced to a term probably not previously

familiar to them. The term “avatar” has strong ties to Eastern Religions, more

specifically, Hinduism. In the Hindu Religion, an avatar is the earthly manifestation

(or “crossing-over”) of a god to human or animal form — e.g., Krishna is an Avatar

of the Hindu god, Vishnu. The New World Encyclopedia defines the New Age belief

of an avatar as: “A group of ordinary humans who have undergone transformation to

become spiritually enlightened beings. The Avatars of the New Age say that humanity

is God — ‘we can create new life forms and new worlds. We are gods!’” The use of

the term “avatar” in the movie’s title refers to genetically engineered human-like

bodies used by the film’s human characters to interact with the natives of a fictional

Earth-like moon in a distant planetary system. Many of those in the Hollywood

community believes that Jesus Christ was merely an Avatar — and only one

among many, so they do not believe that Christ was God incarnate.This movie

will subtly make the word “avatar” a comfortable, acceptable household term

used with very little if any, knowledge of its strong New Age Religion overtones.

In our lifetime much has happened that makes evangelizing difficult. But, it never

occurred to most of us that Christ would no longer be recognized as God made

flesh or that the Bible would be dismissed as just an ancient literary work — not

the God breathed Word of life containing the plan of salvation for all of mankind.

An attack on Scripture began several years ago and has been gradually ratcheted

to levels never before seen. These attacks resulted in establishing a never ending

doubt as to the authenticity of the Divine inspiration of Scripture. Doubts have

been injected not only by those opposed to Scripture, but even by those who are

unfortunately regarded as authorities of Scripture. Writers like Dan Brown

joined the fray by introducing novels that are presented in a manner that many

view more as fact than fiction. Those whose spiritual sight is already weak, read

the entertaining novels and — lacking a clear knowledge of the truth, begin to

stumble around without discernment and fall into that place of indecision and

doubt. They begin to question why they ever thought they had sight in the first

place. Their sight starts to be replaced with doubt and questions that were subtly

planted by one who truly is already spiritually blind. As Romans 1:25 states —

“They exchanged the truth of God for a lie...”. 

We are living in a time when sighted individuals might easily identify with the

description of one who has gone before us as — “the voice of one crying in the

wilderness…” (John 1:23). It seems nowadays that attacks on Christianity are

not only constant but come from every side — a reminder that “...the devil

prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour.” (I Peter 5:8).

Sighted Christians should be always on the alert to the tactics that are changing

ever so rapidly in today’s culture in an attempt to cause more and more people

to make the choice to become spiritually blind and become servants of the Devil.

To give us a better idea of just how many people are spiritually blind and may not

even realize it, go to the “Religion” section of any bookstore and take a close

look at the books on the shelves there. It will take a determined effort to find

Bible based books. Every religious (or irreligious) point of view is represented in

far greater number than that of a Biblical view. Does this mean that a nation that

claims to be Christian demands to read mostly about anti Christian subjects? It

must! There is obviously a market for such materials or they would not be pushing

Bible based books off the shelves. It would seem — since this is, at least for the

time being, still considered to be a Christian nation — that those who frequent the

“Religion” section of the bookstores most likely consider themselves to be

“Christian.” One can only conclude then that “Christians” purchase more books

that are not Bible based than they do those that are Bible based. After all, those

who think of themselves as “Christians” would mostly be the market for books

that are found in the “Religion” section of bookstores — and they aren’t demanding

Bible based books in great enough amounts to necessitate more shelf space.

We must not fail to take note of the fact that the Devil often experiences his greatest

success through the attacks he launches on those whom he can influence toward

loosing spiritual sight even before they have had an opportunity to acquire it —

or, in other words — before they are spiritually born. How’s that, you say? It’s

not at all unusual for parents — even “good Christian” parents, to not only assist,

but encourage their children in lining up to read books and see movies that reek
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